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WELLNESS RX ANNOUNCES THE APPOINTMENT OF ANGIE FIRMALINO AS
NEW CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Tannersville, N.Y. — Wellness Rx, a community Wellness Center that blends traditional
pharmacy with natural medicine, announced today the appointment of Angie Firmalino
as its new Creative Director. In her new role, Angie will be responsible for management of
the company’s WebSite (www.wellnessrxllc,com), social media activities and the
company’s branding campaign.
Prior to her new role with Wellness Rx, Angie worked as a bench jeweler in Manhattan &
as a goldsmith with Steven Kretchner in Palenville. Angie graduated from Syracuse
University in 1994 with a BFA in metalsmithing & currently works as a highway
contractor for the USPS. Recently, Angie was featured in the NetFlix documentary The
Bleeding Edge that exposed the lax regulations in the US for the introduction of new
medical devices. The documentary tells the stories of several people harmed by certain
devices and portrays Angie’s own medical journey as well as her efforts to get the
dangerous medical device Essure off the market. A group she formed on Facebook along
with her nonprofit ASHES, helped identify the dark ways devices come to market in this
country. Angie resides in Tannersville with her husband Peter and son Eljah. They also
have three grown children.
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In making the announcement, Ed Ullmann, Pharmacy Manager & co-owner of Wellness
Rx, explained “how happy the entire team is of having a talent like Angie on board. Angie
brings energy, laser focus, creativity & many skills to the new position. We are thrilled to
have Angie help us to achieve our goal of national recognition for a new type of medicine
in America”.

Wellness Rx was recruited by the Hunter Foundation to bring back a pharmacy to the
Mountain Top community in 2015. With the help of many hands, it celebrates it’s fifth
anniversary in May.
Visit us at www.wellnesrxllc.com. For further information, contact (518) 589-9500 or email: wellnessrxceo@gmail.com.
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